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that could stand some extended exploration. Then

Jerry. myself, and Howard spontaneously walked

into a likely looking opening along the left wall at

the same height as the entrance to the room. It led

to a beliycrawl where we found the only sure signs

of previous human presence seen on this trip: A

hand trowel (Not rusty- must have been left there

fairly recently) and a place where a formation

choke had been widened (a bit wider than neces-

sary, most of us felt) to continue the crawl. Soon the

whole group joined us, after a 6‘ muddy climbdown,

in a low-ceilinged room. It contained a 3' waterfall

with a roaring flow, and three leads: one upstream,

one downstream through a breakdown pile, and one

off to the left in what looked like the pirated

continuation of the waterfall stream. All were

investigated to varying degrees.

By this time we had been caving for three hours,

and this was supposed to be a ridgewalking trip.

Richard C. wisely pointed out that this cave could

go on all day. It needed to be systematicaliy investi-

gated and possibly surveyed, if someone else hadn’t

already. Our initial excitement had wound down

anyway, and Jerry’s stomach was acting up pretty

badly. We headed out. Jerry followed sometime

later after making an inadvertent contribution to

the ecosystem of this cave. (He threw up.) At the

entrance, somebody happened to have some Tums,

which settled things down enough for him to hike

back to the cars, but the day was over for him.

Cave #6: The booby-trapped one

Squinting in the light of day, we set out again, this

time moving down to the ereekbed to check out

some potential openings we’d spotted from above,

and to try to figure out where the water had disap-

peared. The “openings” turned out to be false

alarms. Moving upstream, though, just befOre we

figured it might be time to start heading back, Dan

looked up to find a small entrance about the size of

the average New York Subway nestled in the 15‘

wall of limestone forming the left bank. Walking

towards it. however, he slipped on the frictionless

algae coating the smooth stone ramp leading up to

the cave, and cut his chin badly. Very badly. Dan

probably could have used a stitch or two, but, being

a caver (i.e.: inherently dim), he stood stoically and

bled into a spare sock. (Let it bleed! It’ll clean the

wound out, yeah, that’s the ticket!) Susan watched

bravely while we gauged the muck out, doused it

with iodine, and stuck a band-aid on it.

Since our luck was taking a turn for the worse,

it seemed like a good time to turn around. Cave #6

was lefi. unchecked. Actually I think maybe Howard

ran into it briefly. But the Ozarks were not through

with us yet. They still managed to show us one

more cave.

We were heading back in a strung-out fashion

when I noticed a suspicious—Iooking depression

ringed with a couple rocks. It lay almost in my

path, so I angled offtowards it and gave it a good

stamp with my foot. I had been doing this all day,

much to the amusement of my compatriots, I

suspect. But this time what I found cause me to
grab the sapling next to me before doing it again.

My second effort put my leg through the ground up

to my crotch. Yikes. The bill was hollow.

Cave #7: Watch your step.

Richard C. allowed himself to be called over with

the rope, and we sent the others home (it was

getting dark) while he rigged the drop for me.

(What a guy!) I was geared up by the time he was

ready and down I went. Alas, only a 25 footer. But

virgin. Positively Virgin. A chamber to the right, 5'

lower, had a crack that flared wider as it dropped,

ending in a narrow room with a gravel floor 30'

below. A hammer would allow access, but it was

late, and I wasn’t about to damage this pristine

find. At least not until it was open to the air long

enough for airflow to develop, to indicate a possible

continuance, anyway. Leave it for next time. I

popped out and stowed my gear while Richard de-

rigged for me. I felt like I should give him a tip.

What a way to cave!

[Editor’s note: There were many more paragraphs

to this novel that were not readable from the disk

that Eric submitted. 80 the novel is reduced to a

novelette.]

 
 

Thanks to Randy Bruegger for adapting a
saying shared by Tom Howell that led to the
sign an the cover.  
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rested. “Hmmm...” I thought, “Oh well, too late to

pad them now.”

Of course, once he was safely down, I padded

the worst of the spots with my pack before de-

scending. (worse me than himllAs I was doing
this, other people began to enter the cave, send-
ing little streams of rocks down in a steady rain

down on Jerry. I couldn’t stop them, but saw them

coming and gave a play-by—play, shouting “rock

coming up!” and “rock!” as they fell. He responded
with other words. After warning those above
about the problem, I rigged in and joined Jerry.

He hid in a little alcove as I descended. The drop

was much tighter than the first one had been,

with a floor area about the size ofyour average

geodesic dome tent, I ducked around into the

alcove as Jerry hooked into the rope. Unfortu-

nately, the rocks kept falling from above. A big

one landed right between us. We reacted predict-

ably, and once again asked very politely for a

little help from above. As Jerry climbed, I noticed

something interesting about the little “alcove."

It was a canyon. It was tight, but it looked like

it might open up further on. (where have you

heard that before?) The problem was, to investi-

gate it, one had to squeeze past a pair of bats

roosting on the wall just an inch or so from one’s

mouth. There was no other way. Breathing

through my nose, I made it past without waking

them up. Which was a good thing, since I'd

already eaten lunch. The canyon constricted

further around the bend, but skinnier savers not

wearing their harnesses might continue. Very

slight airflow was noted (drawing in). An inacces-

sible (3 1/ ") crack in the floor was approximately
30' deep.

Climbing out, a possible high lead (or just

another little alcove) was noted but not investi-

gated, as a pendulum over to it would have led to

an exciting interaction between a series of sharp

edges and the barely—padded rope.

Cave #5: THE BIG ONE

Howard found the next and biggest cave of the

trip. It was farther along and somewhat

downslope. A very prominent horizontal opening

(about 20' wide by 4' high) led down a wide talus

slope into a large circular room, perhaps 15'-20'

high and 50' in diameter. At last... something we
could all fit into at once! Richard decided we needed
to spend some time, fan out, and investigate this
one. Howard immediately dived into a crawlway
along the base of the right wall, curving back
towards the entrance underneath the talus slope.
That was exactly the wrong direction to go if you
wanted to find more cave. Naturally he found more
cave. Alot more, actually. While the rest of us
retrieved our packs, the word came back: BIG
CAVE! At this we decided to go all out and put our
kneepads on. (wow. on a ridgewalking trip. What a
concept.) The crawlway went about 30', dropped
through a short phreatic canyon segment and
opened in the upper corner of a huge room shaped
sort of like an upside down pyramid. One wall was
vertical, and the other three sloped down to a

10’x10' gravel floor. Our lights ware pretty inad-
equate for the space. A trickle of water fell from
high along the vertical far wall to the tiny space at
the bottom. There were leads in every direction,
and mounds of fairly porous breakdown that might
conceal yet more leads. We were pumped. A cluster
ofgrey bats were not happy to see us, and we tried

to be as quiet as we could (not easy considering our

excitement.)

The room was hard to estimate, given its shape,
but from floor to ceiling at the center, deepest part,
was maybe 50-70'. At the upper, widest part it was
perhaps 50' across to the vertical wall and 80' wide.
There were at least 5 good leads, and many possi-
bilities. We split into three groups to make quick
investigations.

A) The Richards went down a lead to the right

near the bottom ofthe room for approximately 200'
and found a huge room about 8 to 15' high and 100',
yes 100 feet wide. There are probably some leads

there, but they didn’t have time to check too closely.

B) Jerry, Dan, and Susan pushed a steadily

narrowing fissure located downslope and across the

room to the left, which pinched to a point where

they could hear, but not see, a loud waterfall.

C) Howard and I pushed a crack located upslope
and to the left to a narrow terminus, and also found
a crawl leading back to the entrance room by

another route.

Regrouping in the watertrickle room, we com-

pared notes excitedly. Clearly this was something
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footer just like you’re supposed to. Lowering the

rope, however, it was clear it had reached bottom.

Oh well, a pit’s a pit, and we were smiling. Richard

slid down first, and we crowded around to hear his

report. It turned out to be about a 60 foot drop,

most of it free, and divided into two rooms. After

Richard climbed out, Jerry and I dropped it in

quick succession. It was quite pretty though mostly

devoid of formations. The walls were smooth and

fluted. The floor was a 4x10 gravel talus slope

angling down towards a squeeze into a second room

that ran parallel to the first, with a ceiling that

seemed to reach up to within about 10' of the

surface. No leads were noted. Still, it was a pretty

nice find. I shouted for the surface crew to send

down my fanny pack on the rope, which had a

disposable flash camera in it. We took a couple of

pictures which sort ofturned out. Returning to the

surface, we discovered that yet another cave had

been found in our absence. It contained a pit and

they wanted the rope. Jerry and I thanked them for

waiting for us to climb out before taking it.

It seems that the non-vertical members of the

group had gotten bored waiting around for us and

had decided to go find another cave. Which they
promptly did, about U4 mile away and on the exact

 
Biologist David Ashley exhibits “karst-pattemed" baldness.
He includes this trait in his generic lectures to biology classes at
Missouri Western State College.

same elevation as all the rest. I’m not sure who

actually found it. It had to be either Howard, Dan,

Susan, or Richard Keith. Richard K did have his

vertical gear along, but since he has to tie his

harness, he wasn’t going to go to all the trouble

unless it was a truly spectacular pit. Jerry and I

de—rigged the drop and walked over without

bothering to coil the rope tightly or even remove

our harnesses. This was my kind of ridgewalking!

Cave #4: A spiral staircase

It was a sloping hole underneath a large slab. A

12' climbdown led to a small room with a steep

sloping floor of loose rocks. This spiraled down to

the left to a second room with an even steeper

floor and a barrel-sized hole in the lowest part.

The whole thing was set up so that anyone

moving around in the upper rooms would inevita-

bly dislodge several small rocks that would roll

slowly and unerringly down into the hole, ending

up on the bottom after a brief free fall. The nice

thing about the cave was that, like the previous 3,

after you were through the entrance, the whole

thing was standing room height or better. As for

the drop, who knew how deep it was? The falling

rock test indicated a short drop, but it could just

be hitting a ledge. Hopes were

high as we rigged to a tree at

the surface and fed the long

rope on through the cave to

the drop. Jerry looked through

hole and reported a disap-

pointingly short 30' drop.

Richard, after hearing this,

became uninterested. I had no

such scruples and proceeded

carefully to the opening in the

bottom of the second room.

Jerry was just disappearing

into the hole, having a slight

bit oftrouble doing so since it

was small, sort of horizontal

and pinched to a “V” shape at

the bottom. Once through the

initial squeeze, he descended

easily. As he did so, I looked

around and noticed several

sharp points on which the rope
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debate is whether or not to bring the post-hole

digger. Vertical gear, if necessary, is retrieved

from the cars by the new guy.

Soon we set off. (You were wondering when I

was going to get to this part, weren’t you?) We

hiked up to the elevation where the Cindrics

expected the caves to be, at the top of the lime-

stone layer where it met a shaley layer or sand-

stone cap. Spreading out into a skirmish line, we

proceeded into the bush. I started the day with my

traditional call “here, cave. here boy...” but no

entrances responded.

Our skirmish line immediately deteriorated

and we had trouble regrouping. A second attempt

was made to start over and at least keep in sight,

but this was also unsuccessful, as we spread so

thin that even voice contact was dicey. But when

we assembled again and pooled our information, it

became clear that we were too high on the ridge.

(GPS, where are you??) We needed to go about

200' downslope, where there were pronounced

karstic features. No one on the high end of the

“line” has seen so much as a sinkhole. We did, and

soon I happened upon an exciting—looking hole

about 3 by 9 feet in size, shoulder-height in depth,

and ringed with rock. In Indiana this would have

warranted an hour of digging at least. Here it

earned nothing but seem. I was soon to learn why

the Cindric pooh—poohed my “discovery” and

walked on.

oon shouts from the end of the line drew us

in a small expectant crowd. Susan

Gumescheimer (pronounced just like it’s

spelled) had found one. It was a barrel-sized
opening in a 10' diameter sinkhole. Dan went in

first, followed by Howard and finally myself. If

turned out to be a single small oval-shaped dome

room with a 10' ceiling. climbing up, we noted no

leads. Still, a legitimate cave, and this early in the

day we hoped it would be a good omen. Emerging

from the cave we discovered that the others had

not been idle. After hearng our initial report: “It’s

just one room!” they had set off along the ridge at

this same elevation and found a second cave about

40 yards off.

I didn’t even go into this one, because as I was

nearing it there were shouts from still farther

along the ridge of “bring the rope! We found a pit!”
THAT got my heart pumping. The second cave
apparently was a larger version of the first. An easy
scramble-in entrance in a sink containing a single
dome with no leads. Jerry had found and checked it
while we were still gawking at the first, then went
on and found cave #3.

Cave #3: A 60 footer!

The third cave was simply a small opening in the
slope. No sink or other feature to speak of, just a
hole in the ground. I think the size of it reminded

all of us of how easy it is to miss these things

unless you're right on top ofthem, and we did a

better job in sticking close to each other in our
ridgewalking from then on. Richard C rigged the
drop while we geared up. I was shaking my head as
I retrieved my now much—prized vertical gear from

the bottom of my pack. I hadn’t dropped a pit in

months and here we were, into one before noon on

the first day ofridgewalking. I began to like Arkan-

sas very much.

We were curious as to the depth, naturally, and

Richard hopefully tied a knot in the end of the 200-
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spies from rival grottos. Somehow, we all arrived at

the campground without incident, and within half

an hour of each other. Last to arrive was Richard

Keith in his slow-but-steady orange V'W beetle,

having departed from Kansas City on Tuesday

morning.

Saturday dawned
cool and heavily over-

cast. Fortunately, the

weather gods smiled on
us and it didn't rain all

day. After a hearty

breakfast ofpop-tarts

and bottled tapwater, Richard C. passed out topo

maps and we headed for the hills. The first objec~

tive was to find a friendly farmer who would let us

park our vehicles on his land, and trump around in

our chosen search area, near the Little Buffalo

river, south of the creatively-named Low Gap.

Richard Cindric, the organizer of the trip, was

armed with cave maps to impress the locals and

“show them what we do.”

his was my first trip into the great state of

Arkansas, so famous for producing world

leaders and captains of industry. As we

drove up and down through the hills, I was struck

by the impressive work of the State Department of

Historic Vehicles, who have placed an incredible

array ofvintage automobiles throughout this

otherwise culturally-deprived area. Rather than

placing these old cars and trucks in museums

behind shiny glass, they have brought “art to the

people” and strewn them about in hundreds of

roadside displays, giving them an authentic

“weathered look” complete with rust and hundreds

of bullet holes. I commend them.

After a futile effort to find “The Smiths,” a

family Richard had been in contact with a year or

two previously, we began to get desperate. Perhaps

we didn’t have the proper “inbred look” or some-

thing, but nobody was much help. Soon we came to

a place where the road crossed a stream. (or rather,

a stream crossed the road.) The Cindric Ford

Explorer (in which I had cleverly placed myself)

skipped through without getting its rims wet, but

Keith Richard’s VW hesitated. After some discus-

sion it was agreed that we would proceed across

I swam THE DAY wrrH MY TRADHIONAL

CALI. “HERE, CAVE" HERE 30v...” BUT NO

ENTRANCE nssronotn.

and scout in the explorer for a house which our

1960’s topo showed was ahead, and report back to

the rest of the group. Once across, the road took a

sharp turn, became one lane, and headed straight

up the mountain. Leaning forward so as to keep the

vehicle from flipping backward end—over—end,

someone said “I sure

hope we don’t meet

someone coming down.”

Just then a truck

appeared bearing down

on us, piloted by a

fierce looking long-

haired mountain man in a leather jacket. The

thought occurred to me that we might be in his

driveway. After passing us (somehow), the tuck

stopped. Looking back we noted that Dan and

Susan had forded the stream in their little hatch-

back, followed by -unbelievahly— the orange Beetle!

They trudged up the hill as the mean—looking guy

got out of his truck and approached us. “Well, at

least we'll have witnesses,” I thought. Richard
rolled down the drivers side window ofthe explorer

so that the approaching stranger could see all four

slightly apprehensive guys sitting inside.

“Hi!” She said. It turned out that the driver was
a woman from Florida. I know, it doesn’t make any

sense. But neither did anything else on this trip.

That rugged complexion and wild hair we had

glimpsed as she went by had been the work of a tan

and a blow dryer. She was quite friendly, and

informed us that since it was hunting season, we

could park pretty much anywhere off the read and

no one would bother us. After she left, we voiced

unspoken thoughts. “Did you guys think that was a

guy?” “I did.” “Sure looked like a guy.” “I could’ve

sworn it was a guy.” “Mean one too.” “She looked

alright up close.” “Yep.” “Weird.” “Yep.”

Retreating down the hill and back across the

stream, we parked next to a shot—up late-fifties

Chevy and geared up for the hike. Optimistically,

we brought vertical gear and a 200' rope. I raised

one eyebrow at this, but stuck my frog rig in the

bottom of my pack. We then debated whether or not

to bring some digging tools. That made me raise the

other eyebrow. All my previous ridgewalking had

been in Indiana, where digging is the only way to

find what caves are still undiscovered, and the only
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government signal scrambling, the position
accuracy is about 40-60 feet. Altitude is somewhat
less accurate. Position can be given in latitude-
longitude or also UTM. Basically, it will tell you
where you are, where you’ve been and where
you're going. One screen gives the direction that
you’re tracking, speed, position, altitude and time.
By entering “waypoints,” a second screen will show
where you have been. They could be cave locations,

car locations or location you wish to mark. by
entering waypoints you are electronically drawing
your path. This second screen is a group of concen-
tric circles that can be as small as 0.2 miles each.
By using waypoints and this second screen you can
pictorially see where you are compared to were
you’ve been. The third screen also uses waypoints.
Let’s say you entered a waypoint at your car. The
third screen shows desired bearing, the distance
away, your current tracking and speed and esti-

mated time of arrival. It displays the tracking

pictorially while the other items are displayed
numerically.

For an additional $350 or so “Differential-
Ready” can be added. This upgrades the position
error from 40-60 feet to only about 10 feet. This
system receives satellite corrections from special
radio beacon stations around the country. The sales
manager at Garmin said we should not get this
upgrade. It is expensive, extra weight and most of
all, is not good for than 100 miles from the closest
station which is St. Louis.

I hope by the time this article appears in the
Guano KCAG owns one. It was very impressive and
would be a valuable addition for the grotto.

[A GPS committee is invetstigating the feasiblity of
KCAG purchasing a GPS. It would not be available
for the masses but for those members who have the
expertise to use it. However, the entire grotto would
benefit as the leaders could FIND their destination
without wandering forever!

Part of the eornmitte tramped the Ozarks in 14
inches of snow trying out a GPS. A report will
appear in next month’s Guano.]

 
 

Arkansas Ridgewalking 'fi'ip (The novel):

“More Caves Than Time”

By Eric Fehlauer NSS 37534

Author’s Note: I apologize in advance for the length

of this report, but we found a lot of caves and they _
all deserve as detailed a description as possible, as

most of them have probably never been described

before. Besides, I couldn’t actually go caving last

month, so I wrote about it instead. (Hmm... Is this
how all those romance novels get written?)

he Ozark ridgewalking trip on the weekend

of November 19th was very successful. A

total of 13 entrances were found and

entered, seven on Saturday, six on Sunday. Of

these, four had pits requiring vertical equipment.

The deepest single drop was estimated at 50-60

feet. For those interested in notching their bedpost

(or helmet) two caves were unquestionably virgin,

one was almost certainly virgin, one was probable,

six were possible, and only three were definitely not
virgin. The two “certainly virgin” caves, both pits,
Were dug open with a trowel and the classic “stomp-
ing technique.” And yes, we did find one that
honestly deserved being called “Big cave.” So much
for the accounting. Read on, armchair

ridgewalkers...
KCAG members and associates headed down to

the Ozarks on Friday afternoon, planning to
rendezvous at Steel Creek Campground late that
night. On the trip were Richard and Jerry Cindric,
Richard Keith, Howard Robison, Dan Ruettimann,
Susan Gumescheimer and Eric Fehlauer. Scorning
the traditional caravan method of travel, various
vehicles departed from various points around KC in
a carefully planned pattern of staggered departure
times designed to confuse any would—be pursuers or
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Global Positioning System for KGAG?

By Richard Cindric N55 22600

About seven of us went ridgewalking in Arkansas

before Thanksgiving. As it is customary to do, we

spent a fair amount of time on our backs, staring at

the sky, and talking about the hardware we should

have. But rather than spending our own money, we

talked about spending the Grotto’s money.

Jerry suggested the Grotto should buy a GPS. It

blew my socks off: What a perfect Christmas gift

that would make to ourselves! And how perfect it

would have been to have had one in Arkansas that

day. We had located half a dozen new caves but

would have been lucky to mark one on a map to

within a quarter mile. Ifwe were to record the new

Iocations, we’d have to spend a day doing an over-

land survey. When you only get to cave a day and a

half every month, it really hurts to blow 2/3 of it

mapping above ground.

For those who don’t know what a GPS is, it's a

receiver that monitors signals sent from satellites

to determine a position on earth. The US military

has sent alofi: 24 (or so) satellites for the express

purpose of GPS receivers. A GPS will determine a

position and altitude if it can monitor three or more

  
 

Yo KCAGers!!

Membership dues DGE

Annual membership is still a bargain $10

for those who have met the grotto criteria—

three caving trips with KCAG members,

nonimation and vote of members. Dues

include a subscription to The Month’s Guano

plus what ever other publications may be

produced, and the right to vote.

If you do not renew your membership

then you must pay the $6.00 subscription

fee to continue receiving The Guano.

According to the by-iaws, you need to pay

by March in order to maintain voting rights.

Send your checks to Randy Bruegger if you

can’t make the meetings.   
    
 

satellites. The system has been active for a rela-

tively short time; maybe four years.

When we got back in town, I made copies of the

GPS articles that I remember reading in the NSS

News. There was a lot of conflicting info’, so I went

to the library in hopes of finding magazine articles

that compare different types. in fact, an article in

Trailer, a boating magazine, did a comparison of six

GPS’s and favored a model made by Garmin Inter-

national. God was smiling on KCAG that day,

because Garmin is located in Kansas City.

I got around to calling Garmin just after Christ-

mas. They suggested that their Model 40 is the one

best suited for hikers, and told me that the Bass

Pro Shop in Springfield, Missouri and Cabala’s in

Nebraska were the nearest distributors. I called

both, and both said they sold them for $349.95. I

was tickled pink because the costs mentioned in the

NSS News articles were up to $1,500, and even the

Trailer articles said $500 to $600 for the Garmin

Model 45 (the marine version).

Jerry called me that night to say that he had

called Garmin on the same day I did. But he “one-

upped” me by arranging for a demonstration with

a salesman. He also found out that a business

called Outer Bank would start selling them for

$300 starting January 1. We made plans to ask the

Grotto for money.

GPS Continued

By Jerry Cindric NSS 32860

As Richard said, I did pay a visit to Garmin for a

demonstration of their various GPS models. For

both use and price the Model 40 would be best for

cavers. The price is now $300 at Outbanks Outfit-

ters.

This GPS is about a big as a large TV channel

changers and weighs 10 ounces with batteries. It

tracks up to 8 satellites and operates about 10

hours on AA batteries. A PC package is available

for about $175 to download into a PC. Due to
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into a huge formation room. There’s a small stream
off to the left Upstream are a couple of large side
rooms with dry sandy floors. Really dry and sandy!

Anticline Cave, Oklahoma October 21-23 1994

Leader: Bill Howard, Tulsa Regional Oklahoma

Grotto

Participants: 24 total with Ron Lather, Peddgie

Heinze and Wayne Burnett from KCAG.

Anticline Cave near Jay, Oklahoma has a hiber-

naculum of Gray bats—approximately 1,500 to

2,000 at the present time. The grotto is installing

three gates inside to protect the bats.

On Friday Bill and three or four others did all

the prepwork of getting most of the supplies and

clearing a way for a series of four cable and pulley

rigs to get the buckets of concrete down to within

20 or 30 feet of the cave entrance.

On Saturday all 24 of us started about 9:30 are

mixing and slinging concrete down the hillside.

About dusk at 5 or 5:30 we were dropping cables off

the trees as the gate footings were poured. Upon

calculation by our expert meson. Bili, 5.860 pounds of

concrete, sand. gravel and water was posed to the cove

via five gallon bud<et$ The weather was perfect, about

75 degrees with lots of sunshine.

The rest of the project will resume sometime in

the spring.

Grempczynski Gave, November 26, 1994

Leader: Lorely McGee. The following is her trip

report with added comments by Ron in 0.

My TROG friends, Bill and Beth Howard and

Beth’s Mom and son, and Ron Lather, had spent

Thanksgiving with me, and having come so far, I

felt I had to find them a substantive cave to visit.

Beth and I had been to Grempczynski in 1988. We

had a photo of a group of us in front of it which we

studied to try to remember details about the cave. I

had some written directions from 1988, but they

had scrambled themselves on the paper in six years

and now did not make sense.

So we paid our dues. (We drove around for about

1 U2 hours!) by wandering gravel roads near Dixon

before we finally found the correct place to park.

The heavy posting of “No trespassing” and

“Beware of Dog" signs caused us to turn back until
we met a couple young guys squirrel hunting. They
live in the area and assured us we could safely
walk up the stream to the cave.

I like Grempczynski Cave. There is lots of
walking in waist-deep water. If you crawl much,
you went the “wrong" way. (Guess who they sent of
a “short” crawl—Ron). It is spacious, your splashing
movements echo, and in the back, if you know

where to look, (if you are dumb enough to walk in
water for hours) there is a well-decorated area.
(very beautiful, virtually undamaged area). We
stayed so long, we had to walk the U2 mile back to
the car with our helmet lights on. (If we hadn’t
driven around so long looking for the cave, it

wouldn’t have been dark.)
We took photos of ourselves at the entrance

again to help us locate the cave when we go next
time. (And we did correct the directions to the

cave!!)

Twin Cave Disney, Oklahoma

December 9-11, 1994

Leader: Bill Howard

Participants: 18 people total—lO students from

Oolagah, Oklahoma geology class and Ron Lather

from KCAG.

The purpose of the trip was to install two new gates
for the Nature Conservancy inside the cave because
the Gray bats would not use the present “bat” gate.

A small colony, Approximately 1,000 Grays use the

cave as a hibernaculum.

On Friday, Bill with Barry from the Nature
Conservancy, gathered all the necessary supplies

for the project. We started about 9 am Saturday.

Again we had the cable and pulley rigs set up in the
trees by 10 am when the geology students arrived.
So we started mixing concrete. We poured only one
of the footings. It was a large area to cover and took
almost 3,000 pounds of concrete mix. The students

also got a cave trip for their excellent help. The
Nature Conservancy fed us all lunch on the work

site. Lots of food...

On Sunday five of us got the second area ready
for the footing by drilling holes in rock, setting
forms, digging rock and mud!! Lots of fun! Another
work weekend in a month or so.
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Spend your vacation underground

Tom Howell is passing on two opportunities for

caving “vacations” announced in the January/

February 1995 issue ofEarthwatch. For more

information call 617926-8200. You may be able to

deduct share of costs and related travel expenses

from taxes.

Native American History in Mammoth Cave

National Park—Mammoth Cave has been

inhabited starting 2,000 to 3,000 years ago. The

cave’s entrance was used for shelter and possibly

mortuary rituals. Prehistoric miners

dug minerals. More recently, it was a

saltpeter mine, a visitor attraction, a

tuberculosis hospital before becoming a

national park in 1941. Today more than

500,000 people tour the cave annually.

For a third season, crews will inventory the cave’s

cultural resources to better preserve them from

vandalism and careless visitors. Field Conditions:

Cave survey parties headed by archeologlsts will

locate photograph, map and conduct cultural

remains. The Cave’s spectacular chambers pay

host to fish, crayfish, shrimp, salamanders, and

other trogophlyes. Teams stay and eat in a park

bunkhouse. Related interests: surveying, spelunk-

ing, American history. 1995 Teams: work in 10-day

sessions in July and October. Project Cost: $27,800.

Your share is $695.

Oregon Caves National Monument, south-

western Oregon—Covering four story galleries of

magnificent formations is an old growth forest in

the Siskiyou Mountains. The caves were designated

as a national monument 85 years ago and are

suffering from their popularity. The National Park

Service wants to determine how visitors are afl‘ect-

ing the caves and what management changes need

to be made to allow visitors to enjoy the caves

without destroying them.

Field Conditions: Teams will learn to record

macro invertebrates through visual searches and

pit-fall traps, sketch cave passages, and install

photo monitoring points. In the geologic work,

teams will learn to record carbon dioxide and radon

levels, temperatures, and pH of 10 sites each

month, and will analyze water chemistry. The

project is based in park housing. Related interests:

geology, entomology, spelunking. 1995 Teams work

in two-week sessions starting in June through

August. Project cost is $14,280. Your share is $596.

 

 

An editor’s dream come true—

Four months of trip reports

By Ron Lather NSS 28835

Ennis Cave, Arkansas

Labor Day Weekend, 1994

Leaders: Ron Lather, Kerry Rowland

Participants: Lorely McGee, Bill and Beth

Howard, Tom Glynn, Jefi' Fusselman, Tim McClain,

Greg and Joe.

Friday—Ron Lorely, Bill, Beth, Tom and Jeff took a

relaxed walk to the Breakdown Room in Ennis. Bill

wanted to try some photo experiments. While we

helped him, Tim, Greg and Joe went to the Blow

Hole for 7-8 hours of digging fun.

Saturdawaerry said he had tried to find

Saltpeber Cave a couple of times in the last 8 to 10

years but was never successful. We thought it

sounded promising so off we went. Meanwhile, Tim,

Greg and Joe went into Ennis for more digging.

Well, Kerry took us on some roads (I think they

were roads, really!) to somewhere at a turn around

in the cowpath—I mean road. We parked and

walked on a path about 150 yards to the cave. We

walked through a collapse entrance on a side wall
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Kansa- Clty Area Grotto

Minutes
January 11, 1995

[Confessions of a frantic secretary: I can't
find the minutes!!! Being “memory-

challenged...]

The meeting was called to order by President
Richard Cindric at 7:08 pm in the MAG. Hall with
29 cavers in attendance.

Trip Reports:

9 Bill Pfantz and his grandson, Andrew Cox went
to Hunter’s Cave in Boone Co. and searched ALL
leads! Also went to Tumbling Cave and Tumbling
Shelter.
0 Ron Lather helped with a gating project in
Oklahoma. See article.

9 Arkansas ridgewalldng expedition led by the
Cindrics. See novel by Eric Fehlauer.

Treasurers Report: $492.22
MVOR Treasurers Report: Incomplete due to
checks not clearing.

0 Committee formed to explore feasibilty of
KCAG purchasing GPS. See article.

1995 Election Results

President: Richard Cindric, 5937 Hadley,
Merriam, KS 66202, 913/281-9505

Vice President: Robert Younger, 808 Windsor,
Olathe, KS 66061, 913/768-4524

Secretary/I‘reasurer: Randy Bruegger, 2452
Mesquite Terr, Olathe, KS 66061, 913/829-3976

V ‘ Ma moutfi's guano oi KGAG
Fcfiruary 1995

Coming Events

March 23-24—Ozark Cavefish Conference II,
Springfield Conservation Nature Center, Spring-
field, Missouri. Registration fee $30.00 by March 1.
Includes conference materials, breaks, lunch at the
Nature Center and dinner at Fantastic Caverns.
$10 additional fee after March 1. Contact: Spring-
field CNC, 417/882-4237. (Kate Johnson is going if
you’d like a ride.)

April 22-23—NCRC Basic Orientation Course,
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond Kentucky.
Contact: EKU Division of Special Programs, 606/
662-1444 or Dennis Robertson, 606/272-3776.

May 5-7—Spring MVOR, Oregon County, Mis-
souri. Contact: Jim Sherrell, 2833 Olive, St. Louis,
MO 63103. 314/535-9070 (day); 618/588-4505
(night).

May 14—MSS quarterly meeting in Rolla at 10:00
a.m. Contact KCAG Director Kate Johnson for

details. 816/233-5494.

May 25-29—Speleofest ’95, Camp Carlson, Fort
Knox, Kentucky. Contact: Glenn Driskill, 334
Martin Rd., Rineyville, KY 40162, 502/862-4054.

July 12-15—Pre—convention Get-Together, RASS
Field Station, Bath County, Virginia, ofi‘ Interstate
64. Contact Mike Friedenberg, 804/282-5138.

July 17-21—NSS Convention, Blacksburg, Vir-
ginia. Contact Carol Tiderman, 7600 Pindell School
Rd, Fulton, MD 20759, 410/792-0742.

Aug. 3-9, 1996 NSS Convention, Salida, Colorado.

June 23-27, 1997—NSS Convention, Sullivan,
Missouri. Contact: Pam Saberton, 3820 Jum'ata St.
St. Louis, MO. 314/772-6956

 
 

February 1995
The Month’s Guano pubiished on second Wednesday. Nine
issues annually. Submit articles to editor at least 10 days prior
to publication date.

Guano subscription rate for nonmembers: $6 annually.

President: Richard Cindric. 913-262-2006
Vice President: Bob Younger. 913-763-4524

Secretaryn'reasurer: Randy Brueggar. 913-829-3943
Editor: Kata L. Johnson. 1705 Safari Dr., St. Joseph, MO 64506
816-233-5494  

Kansas City Area Grotto is affiliated with the National
Speleologicai Society, The Missouri Speleological Survey.
and a Founding Member of Missouri Caves & Karsl
Conservancy.

Meetings held every second Wednesday at 7 pm. (atter-
nata site in May). MAG. Hall behind Midwest Research
Institute. Volker Blvd. Kansas City. Missouri.
Annual dues: $10 for fuli members (3 caving trips with
KCAG and nomination and vote oi membership required).     
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